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1.”Ogec Dom Sortais”, Beaupréau,  France 

2.”Kepler-Gymnasium” Tübingen,  Germany

3.”Publiczne Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace Nr II”,  Opole, poland

4.”Bernardinuscollege”, Heerlen, Netherland

5.”Colegiul Național Petru Rareș”, Suceava, Romania



OUR TEAM

The component of the group Maria Sklodowska Curie:

1.        Ioana Greculeac

2.        Matei Barbă 

3. Ramona Cîmpan

4.        Andrei-Samuel Blîndu

5. Mikail Claassen

6. Julia Adamowicz

7. Landry Gourdon

8. Max Oprean

With our 2 assistants Vlad & Ileana



MARIE SKLODOWSKA CURIE

aa

My name is Marie Sklodowska Curie! I was 
the first woman who won the Nobel 

Prize and I did it two times!

I conduced research in the field of 
chemistry and physics. I discovered two 

new elements: radium and polonium 
and developed theories of radioactivity. 



THEME:

‘’STEPHAN THE GREAT’’ 

UNIVERSITY LABS



RESEARCH

aa

We’ve had a presentation 
at the USV about the 

new types and 
innovations of solar and 

wind energy.

aa

OOH! Ileana… don’t forget 
about the observatory 

visit and the short 
presentation about the 

universe!



THE PROBLEM

aa

So Vlad? Why do we 
need so many 

scientific labs and 
facilities?

aa

It may have an important 
influence on our future 

and they can answer a lot 
of our questions and help 

us discover new things



HYPOTHESIS

aa
So that’s the answer 

to the question…?

aa
I was thinking about 

something like this…

LABS

RESEARCH
RENEWABLE 

ENERGY



CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTATION

aa
We do have a lab like 

this right?

aa

USV has some great labs that 
revolve around researching for 

a better future

aa

And if we invest time and money 
in them, they could even be 

like the one at Cern!



ANALYSIS OF DATA aa
Let’s discuss more 

about the USV labs!



CONCLUSION

aa

After a of this talk we can 
conclude that having better 

labs can make our future way 
better!

aa

Just like our hypothesis…! Better labs 
mean more scientific discoveries 

& a better life!




